3D image recording has reached an increasing impact on the field of cultural heritage. Applications include documentation of the state of conservation and dimensions of an object, the archaeological survey of artefacts, the dissemination of museum collections and sites, and packaging designing, among others. The 3D image acquisition techniques most commonly used are laser or structured light scanning and, increasingly, close range digital photogrammetry. In this work a 3D digitization casestudy is presented in order to explore the advantages and possibilities of close range digital photogrammetry respect to scanning techniques in documentation of heritage objects. Free and lowcost software used by these techniques were tested and the quality of the results obtained in each case is analyzed. The potentiality of close range digital photogrammetry to enhance the resolution of the 3D recording is also discussed.
Introduction
In conservation of cultural heritage 3D image acquisition is useful for recording and documentation of objects, artworks and sites [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . 3D models can offer information of an artefact, namely its dimensions, the state of conservation and the characteristics of the surface. They also allow archaeological surveys, the dissemination of museum collections and archaeological sites, and packaging designing, among others.
3D models can be acquired by several techniques. The most used in cultural heritage are scanning techniques such as laser (LS) and structured light scanning (SLS), and close range digital photogrammetry (CRDP) [8] [9] [10] . Scanning techniques are more commonly used for documentation of paintings and pieces where high resolution is needed for the analysis of the conservation state or for planning restoration projects [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, digital photogrammetry has been widely applied on documentation and virtualization of big scale scenes such as archaeological sites (14, 15) .
Generally, conservators and archaeologists often rely more on laser and structured light scanning techniques for the detailed record of small objects in the millimetre and sub-millimetre scale, even though for these purposes the use of close range digital photogrammetry has been reported in the literature [16] [17] [18] [19] . Usually, LS and SLS are considered quite similar in terms of resolution, cost and complexity, leaving aside digital photogrammetry [20] . Nevertheless, the recent development of advanced image processing techniques opens new possibilities for CRDP for recording objects in a simpler way, with the quality and resolution of scanning techniques. While there are previous works that recognize the possibilities of CRDP for certain applications [21] , there has been little systematic study comparing its advantages over other 3D techniques, mainly in terms of the most appropriate software, requirements, quality, cost and resolution [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . As it was previously recognized, to adopt these techniques for accurate measurement purposes, clear accuracy statements, benchmarking and evaluations must be carried out [30] .
In this work a 3D digitization case-study is presented in order to explore the advantages and possibilities of CRDP with respect to scanning techniques, in documentation of heritage objects. Different free and lowcost software used by these techniques were tested, and the quality of the results obtained in each case is analysed. The potentiality of CRDP to enhance the resolution of the 3D recording is also discussed.
Materials and methods
The 3D recording was performed on a small Pre-Inca Peruvian terracotta sculpture, which is a small fragment of a handmade ceramic vessel (Fig. 1) . The size is 5.2 cm x 4.6 cm x 4.2cm. LS, SLS and CRDP were used for the 3D recording. LS was performed with a red laser module (5mW, 650 nm) which impinges on a cylindrical lens to generate a laser plane that intercepts the object. DavidLaserscanner software [v.3.10.4] was used. This software has the advantage of a real time self-calibration that allows handheld movement of the laser plane [31] . A Thorlabs 1645c camera with a resolution of 1280x1024 px was used for recording the images. Two calibration panels made of paperboard with the reference pattern [32] from David-Laserscanner were arranged at 90°. The object was positioned in the center of the corner, and the laser was placed at 25 cm distance. The thickness of the laser line projected on the object was < 1 mm and well defined. The intersection angle between the laser beam and the camera axis was 30°. The laser line was perpendicular to the eyes axis of the sculpture and the sweep was made in the horizontal direction by using a stepper motor of a resolution of 2,5 µm. Images were captured at 10 fps. The object had to be rotated 15° for each new scan. 25 scans were acquired (5 minutes per scan). The different scans were aligned and fused also using David-Laserscanner. SLS was performed with the same system used for LS, but replacing the laser by an Epson PowerLite 52c projector of 1200 lm, positioned to the right of the camera, at 25°. Fifty-eight patterns were projected on the object, using the phase shifting method in David-Laserscanner, in both vertical and horizontal directions, and the time between each projection was 1 s. A total of 27 scans were acquired. The different scans also were aligned and fused using David-Laserscanner. CDRP with Structure from Motion (SFM) was applied [33] [34] [35] [36] . The camera used was a Nikon Coolpix L22 with a NIKKOR lens 3.6x, f3.1-6.7, 37-134 mm. 80 ISO, f/3.1, 1/160 s, and a fixed focal length were the setup conditions. Natural diffuse and uniform lighting was used; images were obtained outdoors, on a cloudy day. They were taken in RAW and then converted to JPEG format 4000x3000 px size, and a resolution of 300 ppi. The images were used as input in each SFM software system. As SFM needs each feature of the object to be present in many photographs -when only two images are available, algorithms may have errors that make impossible the 3D reconstruction [37, 38] -, the camera was moved around the object, in a wide range of orientations and positions. To optimize the resolution of the 3D model, we use as a first criterion the condition that the whole object completely fills the camera frame. A second criterion was used to determine the optimal number of photos. The best number is related to the overlap of the images needed to record all the prominences of the object. Considering that, independently of the size of the object, a minimum of 70% of overlap between adjacent images is necessary for CRDP, the minimum number of photos that the user needs to keep this overlap is 8 (for a simple shape object such as a cube or a cylinder, for example). This would be the number of images taken in a single path (for recording one plane of the geometry of the object). To complete the whole 3D geometry, it would be necessary to change the angle of the camera, and add two new paths, in order to record the top and the low part of the object. Then, the minimum number of images to cover a very simple object is 24. After several tests with the SFM software systems, we found that in our case 35-45 was the number of images required, in order to achieve a complete mesh of the whole object without deformations. Thus, we used 40 photos. Different software systems based on SFM were used and compared. The criterion used for selecting the software systems was that they were widely used, free and/or open source. One of them is Arc3D [39] , developed by the VISICS research group of the KU Leuven in Belgium, which works online uploading the photographs with the creation of a user account. Also, we used Autodesk © 2015 [software] 123D Catch, an online software application as Arc3D. In the latter case images were uploaded to a server for processing, involving PMVS (Patch-based Multi-View Stereo) [40] . We then tested Microsoft Corporation. Photosynth 2015 [software], a user-friendly free software application from Microsoft Live Labs and the University of Washington. In this case images were uploaded to a web service and the generated sparse point cloud could be transformed to a denser one using the Photosynth Toolkit, containing PMVS and CMVS (Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo) tools. Finally, VisualSFM [41] , an open source software system from Washington University, Seattle, was combined with CMVS [42] . The SFM output of VisualSFM was also input in CMP-MVS, a software package used to generate textured meshes [43] . The hardware used for processing Structure from Motion and performing image processing was a 64-bit system with Intel® Core ™ i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz processor, equipped with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 with 2GB GDDR5 CUDA support and 8GB of RAM. On the other hand, the hardware used for laser and structured light scanning was a 32-bit system, Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU T5870 @ 2.00GHz and 2 GB of RAM. MeshLab [44] , an open image processing software system from the Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell'Informazione "A. Faedo", Pisa, was used to generate and align textured meshes from dense point clouds.
Poisson filter [45] and VCG Reconstruction filter, a reconstruction algorithm provided by MeshLab, were used for surface reconstruction. MeshLab was also used for scaling, taking measures virtually and editing the 3D models. For calculating the deformation in the 3D models, CloudCompare [v. 2.7.0 StereoGPL software] (CC), a free software for processing 3D point clouds, was used. Texture Stitcher [v.1, software] was used for performing texture-stitching on meshes [46, 47] . It was applied on the resulted mesh after aligning different textured meshes. In all cases the resolution of the 3D model was determined by comparing the distance between two points of the 3D model and a measurement in the real object, performed with a calliper of 0.02 mm resolution. A WILD M5A stereomicroscope 20X was also used for micro-photogrammetry.
Results

3.a. 3D model obtained by Close Range Digital Photogrammetry
The 3D model obtained with Arc3D was very simple to be processed. This is an advantage of this application respect to most of 3D reconstruction software systems, whose installation and operation are not trivial. In this sense Arc3D generated a textured mesh automatically, without needing special hardware. However, in our case, results show meshes with background noise attached to the main mesh, and a mismatched texture. After cleaning the background with MeshLab, we obtained an incomplete mesh with a resolution no better than 2 mm (Fig. 2a) . Another problem of using this application is that because the user cannot participate in the reconstruction process, the feature matching and the point cloud generation cannot be controlled. When using Autodesk 123D Catch, we obtained a mesh with an uniform smooth texture and a resolution no better than 1.5 mm (Fig. 2b) . The required time for online processing was 15 minutes. In 123D Catch the user cannot take part in the reconstruction process, except for improving the matching between images that were not aligned in the previous steps. In our case, it was not necessary to improve the result. Photosynth and VisualSFM + CMVS give point clouds instead of meshes. The point cloud obtained with Photosynth had a lower resolution (6.815 points after cleaning) than the one obtained with VisualSFM + CMVS (307.600 points after cleaning). These point clouds were turned into meshes by applying a Poisson filter in MeshLab. The parameters were: Octree Depth 11 and Solver Divide 11. The mesh obtained by Photosynth had a low resolution (~ 1 cm) without any details (Fig. 2c) . On the other hand, the mesh obtained by VisualSFM + CMVS was of a higher resolution (~ 1 mm) but with a slight grainy surface (Fig.  2d) . Finally, the mesh obtained by VisualSFM + CMP-MVS has the highest quality without grainy surface (Fig. 2e) . Also with this software, the obtained mesh has colored texture and vertices which improve visual comprehension (Fig. 2f) . The CMP-MVS process for the 40 images took half an hour, using the hardware mentioned in section 2. The point cloud obtained by CMP-MVS consists of 2.045.825 points after cleaning. This mesh was selected to be compared with the other 3D acquisition techniques. The resolution of the obtained 3D model was between 200-400 µm depending on the region of the object (see Fig. 3a ). It is worth mentioning that VisualSFM can process a larger number of images compared to the other software systems. Another advantage of this program is that the user can take part in the feature matching, using its own sequence pairs, or using its own codes of feature detectors. The user can also adjust the parameters for speed.
3.b. 3D models obtained with Structured Light Scanning and Laser Scanning
The 3D model obtained with SLS also has a resolution between 200-400 µm that represents a resolution of the order of 0.06 % of the maximum dimension of the object (Fig.3b) . Handheld Laser scanning gave good quality 3D images, but with thin vertical lines related to the "sweep" of the laser. This can happen when the frequency of image acquisition is less than the speed of the sweep. This effect was removed when using the stepper motor. The resolution achieved by laser scanning was also in the same order of SLS and CRDP (Fig. 3a and Fig. 3c ) The time needed to clean, align and fuse all the scans in each scanning method was about an hour, using David-Laserscanner and MeshLab. 
3.c. Summary table
3.d. Analysis of the deformation of the 3D models
In order to estimate the possible deformation of the 3D models we performed two types of analysis. On one hand, we compared the distance between two points in the model with respect to the one obtained in the real object. We performed this procedure with pairs of points in different directions. Taking into account this result we made a second type of analysis by using CC software. A region of 2 cm x 1 cm corresponding to part of the left eye and cheek was selected to observe possible deformations in the models. Also, this region was part of a single scan. First, the meshes were aligned by using the ICP based range map registration tool of MeshLab [48] . The aligned meshes were converted into dense point clouds with CC. After that, a new alignment was made in CC. Once the point clouds were well superimposed, the next step was computing the distances between two point clouds. A local modelling was performed in CC, in order to get a better estimation of the distance. In this case, the Quadric (formerly called 'Height function') local model was chosen. In figure 4 the resulting scalar field's color scale for the three pair point clouds comparison is shown. As it can be seen comparing the models from SLS and CRDP almost no difference was observed. On the contrary comparing models from LS with respect to SLS and CRDP important differences are observed that can affect distance measurements. These results are consistent with the measurements discussed in the first part of this section.
3.e. Optimization of the resolution of the CRDP 3D model
The resolution of the 3D model obtained with CRDP can be improved taking into account that it depends on several parameters. For a given camera and object, it depends mainly on the number of images, determining the overlap level of the 3D recording. To optimize the resolution as a function of the number of photos we tried different sets of images in VisualSFM + CMVS. The aim was to achieve the densest point cloud. 37, 32, 27, 19 , and 7 were the number of images in each set, decreasing the overlap. As it is shown in figure 5 , at least 27 images were the minimum required to obtain a dense point cloud. One advantage of CRDP with respect to SLS and LS is that it is very easy to improve the resolution of the 3D models by using magnified images obtained by a camera with a macro lens or a microscope [49, 50] . With the aim of recording a deterioration of the sculpture consisting of a hole of 700 µm diameter, a new set of images was recorded by using a microscope 20X. Fifteen images were taken with an overlap of more than 80%. The retrieved 3D image is shown in figures 6a and 6b. Figure 6c also shows the same features, but in this case, the input data were recorded without optical magnification. 
3.f. Post-processing
In order to build the whole sculpture (also with the base), three different colored meshes were produced with VisualSFM + CMP-MVS, and different sets of photos. The MeshLab's alignment tool was used for aligning the meshes and the VCG Filter was applied in order to merge them in a single mesh. One problem found in the final 3D image is the uniformity of the texture. Due to lighting variation in the color across the different meshes, combining them in a single one produces a discontinuity of the color at meshes transitions (see Fig. 7a ). Thus, the three original meshes and a new mesh obtained with the Poisson filter was processed with the Texture Stitcher software system. As it is explained by the author of this software system, a color gradient field is defined over the base mesh. While its divergence is computed, the best fitted color field to the gradients is returned by a Poisson system. The result was an improved textured mesh, with a soft color transition (Fig. 7b) . 
Conclusions
3D models of a small Pre-Inca Peruvian terracotta sculpture were performed by using Structured Light Scanning, Laser Scanning and Close Range Digital Photogrammetry. Free, open-source software systems were used for processing. With the three techniques, a resolution between 200 and 400 µm, depending on the region of the object, was achieved. These values represent a resolution of the order of 0.06 % of the maximum dimension of the object. The combination of VisualSFM and CMP-MVS resulted to be the software that better generated a complete textured mesh with a suitable resolution, in comparison to Arc3D, Photosynth and 123D Catch. It is known that the main limitations of commercial scanners are mainly their cost and complexity. However, as it was shown in this paper, low cost software such as David-Laserscanner, and free 3D image processing software such as MeshLab, offer practical solutions when scanning simple small objects. In spite of that, CRDP with VisualSFM + CMP-MVS has important advantages over LS and SLS techniques. It is cheaper and easier to use and, in this particular case, the whole process to achieve a textured 3D mesh can be made in a shorter time. Required instruments are only a camera and a computer, devices that are available in all museums. As well as for the scanning techniques, if the 3D images obtained are not good enough, image processing may be applied for improving the texture, cleaning or aligning the meshes. For implementing the stereo matching in objects without textures we observed that CRDP has limitations over LS and SLS, because it needs corresponding features between images. However, it is possible to avoid this problem by projecting noise function-based patterns (51] . The quality of the surface of the 3D model was different in each technique. In the case of laser scanning it depended on the quality of the line and sweep speed. The alignment and fusion were important too, which was also relevant in structured light scanning. On the other hand, CRDP with Structure from Motion using this approach reached the same order of resolution as SLS and LS, as long as the overlap of the images is sufficient to achieve denser point clouds.
In the case of SLS and CRDP almost no deformation was observed comparing the 3D models. On the contrary, LS produces a deformation of the mesh compared to SLS and CRDP that affects distance measurements. Micro-photogrammetry is another advantage of CRDP, which allows recording small details of objects.
Although it is known that laser and structured light scanning can be combined with microscopy, the setup used for performing this task is very complex and difficult to handle with. We conclude that close range digital photogrammetry with VisualSFM and CMP-MVS is the cheapest, practical and suitable technique for the 3D digitization and documentation of submetre-size heritage objects.
